
































































Silver, producer of 
-Beach 
Blanket




preparations  before a 
performance.
 This show is 
the hottest 







 is an SJSU 
graduate
 in graphic 
arts  who 
went into theater 


















take.  If 
there
 are no 
jobs  in your 
related  
field,
 you may 
drift off in 
another 
direction   
and  in 
the  long 
run  end up 
quite 
successful.  








 1969 with 
a B.A. in 
graphic 















 It is 
now in its 













Silver  said. 
"It was a 
natural  


















College  of 
San 
Francisco.











school  I 
had
 no idea 
what I 











I got to 
SJSU, 







where  I 
decided
 I 
wanted  to 
go and I 
loved 
every 
















































of all ages who 
rented  





 events to 
perform  
comedy and 
theatrical  pieces. 
From  there 
Silver 








finally decided in 1974 to 
produce  
his own 
show.  "Beach Blanket Babylon" was first per-
formed 
in
 June of 1974 at the Savoy Tivoli on Grant Ave. 
In June of 1975 "Beach Blanket Babylon" moved to the 
300 seat Club Fugazi, and old Italian opera house on 678
 
Green St. in North Beach. It has since 
become  
phenomenon to fans and critics alike, with almost 900 
consecutive performances. The show will close on New 
Year's Eve and reopen in February or March with revised 
edition.
 
"Beach Blanket Babylon" is a musical comedy review 
which borders on the 
vaudevillian  style.There is no theme 
and a complete mixture of things 
are  explored. 
FOR two 
and one-half years, the 
company
 remained 
pretty much in tact,
 but in the last couple of 
months  cast 
changes
 have been made. 
"I 
don't  believe in doing one
 thing all your life, 
but  at 
this 
point I wouldn't change
 a thing," Silver said.
 "This 
show 
has really been 
wonderful  to me." 
Besides  "Beach Blanket Babylon," 
Silver has taken 
over 
another  theater and formed
 a production company
 
consisting of 45 people. 
"Our 
main goal at this point is to 
produce more 
shows," 
Silver  said. "We've considering
 doing an opera in 
the new 
theater." 
AS FAR as 
today's  college















 the bigger 
your bag of 
tricks will
 be," Silver 
said.  "In that 




be able to 














not  just for 
years of chugging 
pitchers
 of 












































do find that people 
with college 
degrees














possessing  a 
degree,  
however,























maturity  is 






 for Lockheed Mis§ies and















initiative to do something without 
having to always be told how and 
what  to do," he explained. 
All 
representatives  interviewed agreed that 
while 
responsibility was indeed an important
 factor, it was not the 
only 
one. 
"GOOD interpersonal skills are 
what
 we look for," said 
Brad Blackman, recruiter for Bank of America. 
More important 
than
 having a specific business degree, 
the 
person  must "be articulate, be people -oriented and 
desire 
to manage people," he said. 
One of the 
benefits  of college, Blackman added, is that 
"the academic
 environment insists that people 
think  for 
themselves." 
Other businesses stressed the importance 
of
 an 
agressive, intelligent and creative outlook. 
"WE ARE looking for people who 
want  to accomplish 
thingspeople who 
want to do something with their
 
knowledge," 
said Bob Frankenberg, supervisor of Hewlett-
Packard's  recruitment of SJSU students. 





















 ticket to 
the
 higher 


















 in four 
years," 






"Education  isn't 
just another
 chore you 
have 
to






 value of an 
education 
is to help 










 of college 












 skills and 
are  often 
unfulfilling."  
"FOR 
PEOPLE  to 
be
 challenged,
 they will 
have














people  from 












 you don't 
know what 
to do with 
yourself
 and you're 
stuck with the 
TV," Jacklin 
said.  "You 
ought
 to go to college 
if you don't 
want
 to spend the 





 people "sort 
of
 happier and 
healthier"  
by 
helping  them 

















 which meet M, 
W,
 F, MTW, MR'TH, 
MTWF, MWTHF,
 MTWTHF, MW, 
WF,  MWF, MF 
REGULAR
 CLASS 




MEETING TIME  
0730    
Tuesday
 , December











0930   
Thursday, December




   Friday,




   
Monday, December 






   
Thursday, December 15   
1215
 - 1430 
1330
   Friday,  





   Monday, 




1530    Tuesday,




   Wednesday,  December





   





GROUP II CLASSES 
GROUP II 
classes  are those 
classes
 which meet 
77H,  T, TH, TWTH,
 
1,177H, 
TTHF,  MTTHF, 







MEETING  TIME  
0730   Tuesday,




   Wednesday,
 December




0930   Thursday,




1030   




   
Monday,  December 




   
Thursday, December
 15   1445 
.1700
 
1330    
Friday,  December 16   
1215 - 1430 
1430
   





   
Tuesday, 
December
 20   
1215 - 1430 
1630
   
Thursday, December
 15   
1715- 1930 
1730
   
Tuesday, 












begin  at 1830 or later. 
Monday 
























 21   
1945












December  16   
1715 - 1930 
Wednesday,
 December 

































wine  final 
examination 
time 




Daily and four -dos 













time as needed. 
Th,s,  a daily 1030 




















"I think education is very important. I won't let my 
children 
miss  a day of school if it's possible. 
"I know I wouldn't have been here as a bike mechanic if I 
had gone to high school and college in the United States, but I 
didn't have the opportunity. 
"I'm happy. I'm happy doing any kind of work." 
Stephanie 
Blair, 22, 








 should get 
an
 education. It's 
not gonna hurt 
'em. 
"Right 
now, I can't afford
 to go to school.






















Sport  Shop. 
Ken Hite, 
31,  unemployed 
"If you're young and
 motivated, which 




 work all day and 
have money and no 
homework
 to do. That's 
what!
 like,
 so! can buy good dope. 
"I start tomorrow 
serving
 process papers. I'll get on my 
Honda and drive around
 and serve papers. It's a 
dirty  job, 
but it has to 
be done, and besides, I 
need
 the money." 
Mary Park, 25, 
cashier  at Peanuts 
and  lampshade 
maker 
"School is valuable 
to
 a lot of people, but I 
took a different direction.
 All 
you do 
in school is learn a 
salable  skill, and I've 
done
 that on my own. I 
make custom 
lampshades.  It's sort of 
a lost art. 
"I 
majored  in psychology at San 
Jose
 City College before I dropped
 out, 
but! didn't like the 
way  it was making me 
think about people. 
"I don't know what help it 
would be, what 
practical use it would be to get a diploma. I can 
see where it would 
come in handy sometime 
getting a job, just because 
of
 the piece of paper. 
"To 
me, school seems so limited -1n what 
you have to 
learn, in how you have to learn it, in 
when you have to learn it. It galls me sometimes, 
because what you learn in school often 
has 








Nocera,  53, owner of The
 Wardrobe 
"Seven, eight, 10 years
 ago, I thought getting a college
 education was real 
necessary,
 but 
now  I see 
so many who 
aren't 
doing it. 
For  all 
intents
 and 
purposes, they might as well 
have gone to grammar school.
 
"It does put 
you in a different category,
 but I feel rich man, 
poor  man, 
beggar  man, we're 
all  brothers. I don't 
classify my friends
 by how much 
college 



















The  intense glare seen






 Ed Souza 
is quite 
possibly symptomatic




 on all 
SJSU students
 by 










 and a new semester
 will 












gotten  more than I ex-
pected. 
There's
 a lot more 
work 
involved
 and a lot more 
discipline  
than 
I would have 
thought.
 I never 
expected  to 
graduate.
 But I've 
gotten a lot 
out of it and 
I'm en-






























































































































































a person comes 
back to school after 20 
years of being
 out in the 
real world, we have him 
put together a 
documented  
life experience portfolio of 
what he has 
learned," 




































Publishers Asaoclation and the 
Associated Press. Published 
daily by San Jose State 
University, except Saturday and 
Sunday, during the college year 
The opinions expressed
 in the 
pastier 

















































and determines what he 
learned and 





 to distinguish 
these  
two aspects 
because  it is 








weighs  this 
and  ap-
plies college














number  of 
units 
given to a 
student on 
this basis is 





'Can you learn through the 
experience of life or does 
learning always
 have to 
take place in 
the 
classroom?'
 "he said. 
"The best 
example I 
can think of is Harry 
Truman,"  he continued. 
"He didn't 
have
 a B.A. 
degree.








you make him n take 
Political 








































 10th & 11thl 
279 1881 
10-7 















7 and 10 P.M. 
MORRIS 
DAILEY








 to be 
going


























































 than 1 
centimeter  
wide 








Decimal   
Automatic







Uses  one 
inexpensive




















Model  9D31 
3101 x 
















































inch thin, gold 
finish, metal case 
Scien-
tific with super bright liquid 
crystal  display 
and 8 digit 
mantissa,  2 exponent, 2 signs. 
Features  standard deviation,
 degrees and 
radians, trig and log functions, 
powers  of 
X, 
full memory, and much
 more.  Uses 3 










Come in and 



























that  you can 
plug in and 
use anywhere. With 
the most 
amazingly powerful BASIC 
language  resident 
in the 14K ROM. And 
only $595 
complete 
for the 4K 
RAM,










are  some real






... or for yourself. 
And just when 
calculator  and digital 
watch  
prices seem 
to be going up ... 








 has now overcome the fierce 
competition
 and 




















we do it? 




 oldest retailer 
specializing  in 
consumer  













And  Commodore has 
always
 led the 
league in value - 
better products with 
more  features 
at lower prices. 
Since  1971, when 
Commodore  was 
the 
first in the world
 to introduce a 
low-priced 
calculator 
aimed  at the 
consumer.
 
Finally,  we like to 
make buys. 
We've  got the 
clout to go 
in and buy up 




Very  few retailers 
have that kind of 
clout. Then we 
pass most of 
these  savings on to you 





lower than our 
previous











calculator  should become defective for any
 recs.', 
within 90 days of purchase, bring it in. 
We'll  exchange 
it 
for a brand new 
one.  
"We'll exchange a new 
one or have it repaired






are in limited 
supply; we 
bought  out the 
current  production
 
So, try to 
shop  early to 
make  sure you 
get the model
 you 


































Commodore  and we can offer
 it 
way below any
 other scientific 
with comparable features: 
40 Keys -52 
Functions  12 Char-
acter LED 
Display






and  Standard 
























 cos 1, tan, 
tan -1)
  Logarithmic 





Powers  of X 
(Square Root, 
Square,  
















Model  SR612OR 




problems  as 
easy  as pushing







nickel  cadmium 















 retailers in the
 world 
featured
 this at 
$29.95
 
We've promoted this 
model  at 
$24.88 
We know of 





























































































it's  basically 
what you




















 class is the only 



















4 By Mark 
Rosenberg  
Heald Business College 
cannot guarantee that all of 
its graduates
























director  of 







Clara  St. 
school.  
Heald 
specializes  in 
secretarial 














colleges  or 
universities. 
-At college
 I had to 
take classes
 unrelated to 
the 











"I learned inure in nine 
months
 at Heald than I 
would





It usually takes 
nine 
months to complete a 
Heald  secretarial course. 
To 
graduate,
 a student 
must pass a variety 
of
 tests 
and must he able to type 60 
words per minute and take 
shorthand at 100 w.p.m. 
Students work 
at their 
own pace. If a student
 can 
pass the tests 
before  the 




 receives partial 
refund on 
the $2,160 tuition 
fee. 
If it takes
 longer to 
pass the tests,




densed. Students attend 
class  from 8 a.m. until 
12:45 p.m. seven
 days per 
week. Four to five hours of 
homework per night is 
expected.
 
"It's  sort of like a 
crash 












 as a secretary
 
for Paul















"When I left 
Heald  I 
was able to take 
shorthand
 




 I am working I 
realize





























entails typing, shorthand, 
public relations and, in 
general, seeing that things 
run 










boss' lap is 
not pure 
fiction,













said.  "The 
best thing
 is not 










you up on 
it. 
"Personally, if I had a 
boss like that I would quit."
 
She said 
Heald does not 
prepare students 
for this 
aspect of secretarial work. 




-They give you the 
class 
all women 
must  wear 
dresses 
and all men 
must  
wear ties. 
"Now I know some 
secretaries  who wear jeans 
to work." 
The school was 
founded in 1863 
in San 
Francisco  by 
Edward
 
Payson Heald. Today there 
are eight Heald Business 
Schools and two Heald 
Institutes  of Technology, 
all 
of them in California. 
The San Jose business 





is also a Heald 





 at 2115 

















































-B -Q Tacos2 
350 
Chili Rellano 650 
























 EDUCATION FOR 1978-79 
ALL 
QUALIFIED  STUDENTS,
 REGARDLESS OF RACE, SEX, 
COLOR,
 
CREED,  OR NATIONAL
 ORIGIN 
ARE WELCOME 
Applications are being accepted for the following programs 
leading
 
to: The Single Subject Credential
 
(High  







 (ERA) includes 
Science 













 ( Reduction of Adolescent 
Prejudice)
 








Multiple  Subject 
Credential
 (Elementary










































































now working in jobs 
related 
to their studies. 
Their average salaries 
range from
 $6,367 per year 











































































cssia  of 
counseling,
 died 
Monday of a heart 
attatk.  
He 
was  60. 
Hooper
 had been counseling





 two years 11968-70 as a 
New  College 
adviser.
 
Friends of Hooper will be 
received  at 
Lima 
F:i  h 
kuøit 












 will be held 2 p.m. 





Church,  1550 Meridian
 A% e., San 
Interment




























Dying,  care of the 













Best  gas in 
town 


























HILES OF tRA,LS IN 
IHE HEART Of 
SAN JOSE 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON 
CITY BUS ROUTE 
WI 
FE/NI 1111 AAP











































































as taking an 
exam.  
These  





















































































be," said Rick Carroll, 




Carroll,  who went to 
SJSU from 
1961
 to 1963 but 
didn't
 graduate, is one 
















 to SJSU I 
ignored
 the dictates 
of the 
college and took every 
journalism 
course  I could. I 
wanted to compress 
everything  into the 
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 I took but 
they didn't 
go











































has been there for 
five 
years. Carroll
 covers Santa 
Clara, Santa 

















 a bit 
of 
leeway  in 






 of his stories 
stem 
from
 his own 
















 is a 
fun 
newspaper  to 
report for ! 
and to 
read.  The only 




complaint I have 
is doing 
the same 




yen  to teach 
and I'm 
not convinced that 












my own time 











change  if he 
could  do 
things














"I should have 
taken  a 
wider variety of 
courses," 
Carroll 









I've  gone back 
since
 and taken classes 
at 
night 












are born," Carroll said. 
"You can teach
 rudiments 




talent or abilities, he may 
be in the wrong field." 
Without any previous 
journalism experience, 
Carroll feels that a student 
needs and 
can benefit from 
college.  




opportunity  to have 
a 
journalism job before or 
during 







makes  a 
difference.
 You 
need  to 
write

































WATCHES  FROM $8 
95
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nfiti  
695  
AND 1 l' 










 WATCH  
REPAIR 
72 


















 comparable to 
the concept of challenging 
a course, 
got  started as a 
result of the number of 
middle-aged
 people 
returning to school in 









































































































 of the faculty
 




 he noted. 
"The idea is 
that



















the  classroom, a 
fireman sits next to a 
businessman who
 sits next 
































































































TO AUDITION TO PERFORM 
ON THE MOST FAMOUS 
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beeCteo
 Minenue Aye IS 
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SIMON COLLEGE/Studio
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Kenneth




College hos helped 
me decide what I want to do. I got a 
degree from here in '76 in 
meteorology,  worked a year, and 
now 
I'm bock for a masters. I was 
shocked





but  I'm used to it now. living 
downtown  is 
a little
 different, but it's a 







haven't gotten the 
education  out of it that I 
thought
 I would, 
but it's taught me 
in other ways. I've 
had  a lot of good ex-
periences  and
 met a lot of people. 










Palmer,  18, broadcasting
 freshman 











because I want to 
play football for them. It's a little harder
 than I 












































































1963 and quickly landeu a 
job as a school 
teacher  in 
Sunnyvale.  
Her brief teaching 
career took her to the East 
Coast 
where  she taught in a 
few more schools before 
becoming 
very weary of 
the life of a teacher. 
"I didn't feel teaching 
could satisfy my ambition 
or make 
full
 use of my 
talents," she recalled. 
After a few months of 
doing nothing but playing 































































It did not take her long 
to become owner, president 
and sole stockholder of the 
company, or to turn the 






















The net worth 
oftunne 























































































 in 1956. 
Immediately  after 
receiving  his diploma, 
Park decided to go to law
 
school. By a twist 
of fate, 
Uncle  Sam put him in an 












Following his career in 
the Army,
 Park got a job in 
a Georgetown, Va., radio 
station.
 
He had no broad-
casting experience 
but he 
got the position by "lying," 




in 1960 to accept 
a job as a newscaster for 
KCRA in Sacramento. 
Five 
years  later, he 
accepted an anchorman 
position  in 
Chicago.  
Finally, in 1967, 
Park  made 
his way 
back to the Bay 
Area to 








station,  a strange chain of 
events for 






his  years at 







 in San Jose," 
Park said.
 "I was just a 
country boy 
coming to the 
big city
 and I loved 
every  
minute of it. 
"I learned how to read 
and write
 the English 
language at SJS,
 and 




is a nice 
political science major 
doing in a field like his? 
"Political
 science can 
help you in 






think my early 
employers respected my 



















































No Obligation No 
Purchase  Necessary 
DRAWING
 HELD DEC. 14, 1977 
Right after graduation
 
from SJSU in June 
of that 
year,
 Nachman became a 
full-time columnist for the
 





style  quickly 
won 
popularity, and
 after a 





Nachman,  based 
from 


















"I wish I could have 
stayed at college another 
five 
years,"  he said. 
"Outside of the obvious 
advantage 
of meeting girls, 
I think college helps speed 
up your
 curiosity in the 
world."
 
Nachznan  added, 
"You  
don't  really 
need






was  not." 


















































you  speak both 
Spanish




 in a 
challenging  
lob in law enforcement
 






is looking for 
qualified men and women 
for deputy sheriff jobs. 
STARTING 
SALARY
 S1,2136 1051,564 in 1 2 
yc
 
FRINGE BENEFITS INCLUDE* 









a first class 
department with varied assignments 
You can qualify if 
you are 2110 
35, you have a high 
school  
diploma 
or a GED 
you 
are  in good physical 
condition
 
you have a good driving record and no felony 
onvictions 
/.pply ha m. to 5 p.m. 
COUNTY 
GOVERNMENT CENT E 
70W. Hedding St., San 
Jose 95116 
Personnel
 Section, Lower Level 
AN EQUAL 













Celebrity  Relay 
Al's Team vs. 
Twelve Celebrities 




1600 Meter Relay 
ILong
 Beach State University 






















































Mel  Pender: Chairman,
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Wards,Admission,neraldwa















Not  Be 









































































 get. I'm not going to 
college to get the 
degree, I'm




.e. But a lot 
of the 





 much work 
you put into it for what 































I'm  from 



























 currently have an entry level opening for 
a junior packaging 
materials
 engineer This 
position will
 be responsible for the 
materials
 
lab evaluation of new  low 
temperature  solder 
glasses and
 new molding compounds. Also 
will have responsibilities
 in the development 
of new 
hermetic packages as 
well as new 
assembly  processes. 












chemistry,  a desire to 




a permanent resident 
status is 
required  










We offer a very 




programs, cash profit 
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homework  problem. 
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 Jost, State University Foundation: 
OA* CAlWOOMIA WW1 
Wu have examined the 
financial  Lat., unit, mid 
supple-
mental 
schedules  of San Jose State Iledvereity 
Foundation for the 
year ended June 10, 
1977,  listed In the fortgolre; 
table  of contents. 
Cur exam
-illation
 woo node In =cordons°





 anA, aclionfIngly. 
Included  oucir t.1./.11, dr the 
accounting record,  and 
such other auditing 
procedures  as qc con-
moessary In 
Ito circumstances. 
In our opinion 
the obove-swiftiored 
lanencial  otateco.its 
prevent fairly the rin.,floyo position of Sin Jose State 
University  
Foundation
 at Juno 30, 1977,
 trho 
miaults 
of its operations ant 
,..enr.ea  




















 no, 7, 
PI, 
.rich ran concur, for 
tie. gra'
 
rime? Fund. The 
accomero.vIr,-
 - 
scheoules vhen  cons, 
1. 
red In relation 
,he  h : ! .1 
statemnts, p,Ber111. C8119.7 1, .111 1,1' 
rldi. 































   
Savings
 






   
Total   
Marketable  














   
Interest  
receivable
   
Acounts
 








   




   






















receivable    
Advance




 owing   









































Total   








   
Accrued payroll,
 sales and 
vtlialtal,
  
Other  current 
















I Continued from page 6 
After 
graduation,  she 
won a fellowship 
to study in 
Washington. She then 
studied  at Columbia 
University before tran-
sferring 
to KNXT news in 
Los Angeles. 
She Nine to San 
Francisco  in 1971 to work 
as a news writer for 
KRON.  
She worked as a reporter 








She feels her 
ex-
perience on 
the  Spartan 
Daily 








 to the fact she 
was a minority woman in 
the 






journalism  program, only 
two out of 500 
journalism  
students were nurionties. 
"College  did help me 
get a job in the







"I did not 





She advises Journalitini 
students to "spend a lot of 
time keeping in touch 
with  
the real world rather 
than  




















































and  8th Street. 


























Jobs for '78 
season  
APPLY  NOW IN PERSON 
MONDAY




AGNEW RD. & MISSION 
COLLEGE  BLVD. 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 





ANZRICA  P0. 805 
1776












activities  fund   
Designated
 fund   



















































prepared  on 
tla, accrual
 basin 

























observance  of 
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log  system 
is t.o 
ninefoolx.  




























































































































































not  yet 
funded and 
for 
which  tie, 
inslitut.ion
 ists 
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wenn.d  y of linen, 
ral
 
condation  has been prepared Irom 
loom:talon  s usided 
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 better than any
 winter market 
since 










hit the job market,
 those with work 
experience backing up 
their degree 
will be 
at a definite 











 is what you 
put into it. Its




are willing to help. 
I'm not saying they're easy, 
but they'll 
resp...nd. 
You've  got to 
look
 for it,' 
said,
 
especially those with ex-





allows students to remain 
out  of 
school
 for two semester and work 
full-time in paid 
positions in jobs 
related to their major 
fields, and 
then returning a semester
 to 
graduate,
 Clements explained. 
Statistics for job 
listings in the 
career
 planning office show 
an in-
crease of 369
 listings from those of 
last November. 
While the 
approximately  1,500 
degrees received will be a definite 
asset, there are other 
things a 
prospective  employer will be taking 




 abilities to 
communicate
 and handle 
difficult
 
situations,  and 
whether
 the person is 
a self-starter.
 
These things all 
play a major 
role in the 




employers  do look 
at is grades,
 he said. 
When 
potential employers do 
look at grades,
 they are 
mainly  
looking at those 
courses  related to 
the





For example, B 
and C grades in 
Business  and 
engineering  













start  to 
work
 with a 




















has As in 
English and
 Bs and 
Cs
 in 

























These  are 
people  who can 
go









 some fields 
which 



















sociology  and 
the fine arts. 
In the areas 
of the humanities 
and the 
arts, it is 
more
 difficult to 
find jobs which 
are directly related 
to 
the field of 
study,
 he said. 
Sometimes these

























must  be 
made







balks  at hiring 
the 
person simply 
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 take the 
applicant  with 
the 
masters degree 
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ing,"  he said. "The college 
workload














Wiggett said, is that
 college  
students tend to 
have a 
certain degree of 
idealism.
 
"They are not 
sure  
what they are getting 
into," 
he said, adding that 
these ideals and ex-
pectations  often come into 
conflict with the prac-
ticalities of the business 
world.
 
Most companies prefer 
employees who have had 
previous work 
experience  
and who come to work with 
no illusions, he said. 






getting a college' degree 









As Wiggett put it, a 















associate professor of 
psychology,
 said it's 
essential for people
 to find 
jobs 
they enjoy because 
work is central to 
one's 
status and identity. 
"You can't split your 
head in two," Andersen 
said. "College shouldn't 
prepare you to accept the 
stupidity 
you find in work. 
Students should be 
en-
couraged to try and make 
their  jobs more human and 
less stupid." 
College sets an "at-
titude for 
success," said 
Edward Laurie, associate 
dean of business. 
"People who 
are  in 
college
 think that they are 




happen,"  Laurie 
said. "They
 go out 
of
 here 
with a cheery 
attitude." 
Education 




















you  don't 
know 
about  the past 











 'now' person 





















































































decide  whether 
they want 
to be doing that 
all their 
life, to have 
people in line 
hassling  them when they're 





worth  the sacrifice 
in time 











end up with 






Gail  Fullerton, 
executive  vice 
president,  
said most people 
without a 
college
 education are 
limited in how

















































but we must 
bring certain 
skills 
to the job 
first."  
Good
 writing, speakng 
and 
math skills are 
essential to 
nearly




would be deficient 


























beyond statistical measure 
by the things you 
acquire  in 
college,"  she said. 
"You really don't 
have 
any 
way of knowing where 
you're going if you don't 
know where you've been," 
she said. "Education 
gives 
us the sense of being part of 
a long cultural chain. 
You  
realize the world didn't 
begin when you graduated 
from high 
school."  
College may not 
contribute 
to a person's 
income, but it will ease the 








asking now," she said. 
"With  
education,
 you see 
that changes in the family 
have been 
occurring for 
two or three centuries. It's 
not so new." 
Looking at change 
from "the narrow per-
spective of your own ex-
perience leads to fear and 
anxiety" that is un-
warranted, she said. 
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 chief. What do you
 want to be when 
you grow up? 
Twenty 
SJSU  graduates extol
 New College, for
 
having provided








 imaginable are there to create a 
major to meet your own needs," said Lori Kershner, a 
'76 
grad.  
All 20 graduates feel their 
careers
 benefited from 
the New 
College major as well as their personal
 growth 
being enriched from 
the holistic educational ex-
perience.
 
None of them regrets their choice 
to
 design their 
own special major for upper division work, rather than 




Both Salli Wiley, a '75 grad, and Guadalupe Her-
nandez,
 a '72 grad, agreed that New 
College was the 
best thing that ever happened to them.
 
Roi Davis, a 
'76 grad who co-owns a travel agency 
with 
a '74 grad, said, "If it hadn't been 
for  New College, 
I'd probably be 
shooting
 dope by now." 
The 
fortuitous  sampling of New 
College
 alumni 
describe their unique 




as  academic freedom, a 
supportive at-
mosphere and an 
interdisciplinary  approach. 
Other  vital attributes ranged 
from
 its comforting 
sense of community to 




Dennis  King, a '74 grad and former AS. 
president, put it, "Whenever





 New College 
was  involved in the 
forefront." 
The innovative
 department is barely in its 10th 
year, having graduated approximately
 300 students 
since its 
inception in 1968. 
"Our first students
 were people intent on reform, 
but the radicals have disappeared
 and we're getting 
older people and returning students," said Dr. 
Harold 
J. DeBey, the former provost. 
Now
 about 25 percent of New College enrollment
 is 
over 30, estimates DeBey, who 
resigned after eight 
years to devote more time to teaching. 
The power and the 
glory of the department does 
not come in 
numbers, according to most 
of its 
graduates.  

















 of students enrolled in the
 
department during 
each semester is limited
 to 400. 
Students,
 therefore, are 
not solicited by New 
College; they usually 
hear  of the program by 
word
 of 
mouth from other 
students. 
A few 
graduates  said they 
felt  the program was 
so 
under -publicized that it 
seemed to almost be 
kept a 
secret. 
"It's our intention 





 to stay away from 
the evils of bigness," 
said DeBey. "When! 






their  first names."
 
How  does a 
major  actively 
manage  to keep 
enrollment 
down?  In order 
to
 become a New 
College 
major,
 an SJSU 
student











accepted and who have graduated didn't mind the 
program's selection process. 
In fact, a few suggestions were made for stiffer 
screening procedures. "Students need 
to be self -
directed
 or else they shouldn't be admitted," said John 
Hellyer, a '72 grad who's been recently 
elected
 to a 
local  school board. 
Several graduates echoed Hellyer's sentiments in 
different ways. Although no one interviewed said New 
College had been easy, nearly everyone said
 there 
were other students who took advantage of the 
situation and designed "slipshod contracts." 
According to 
most  of the 
graduates,  the lazy 
or 
insincere 
student  does not








 that just 








doing no more than is 
required  to "get by," there's
 a 
similar minority attracted to the idea of independent 
study. 
Self
-motivation  was a recurring 
element  that 
graduates said was necessary for New
 College 




 for a 
semester  
because
 they are not 
used to being 
given  so much 
responsibility,"  
DeBey  said. 
"But if a graduate says 
they're  unsatisfied with 
their upper division work, then
 they failed themselves 
because they made it what it was," he said. 
As for acquiring 
employable skills, nearly 
everyone was hired either 
directly  out of school, or 
while they were still in school. 
Since New College eitcourages work experience to 
be incorporated into student contracts, students are 
frequently hired where they've interned
 or volun-
teered. 





















Dean  Cheatham 








can  be an in-
vestment













 poll of 20 
English 










































































































kind of job," said Jo Ella Hannah, 
the SJSU Ombudsman who earned 
her MA in English in 
1971. "But it 
doesn't provide training for any 
job."  
Traditionally, English majors 
have turned to teaching 
after 
graduation. It has 
been said that the 
only 
purpose of the English 
professor is to perpetuate his 
own 
species. But (as 
everyone knows, 
there is now an 
overpopulation  of 
teachers and
 a shortage of jobs. 




 almost all English 




 chairman. "Now almost 
none of them do." But six 
of
 the 20 
graduates 
managed  to get full-time 
teaching 
jobs. 
"I wasn't acquainted with 
anything other
 than teaching," said 
Cynthia Massee, 
who graduated 
with  a 
BA in 
1970 and then 
earned 
her teaching
 credential. She now 
teaches elementary school, in-
cluding  some 
English. 
Irwin Maloff got a job teaching 
junior 
college  immediately after 
graduating with a teaching 
credential in 1972. He has now taken 
a job as an 
elementary  school 
teacher. He attributed his success to 




 MA '75, went into 
English "as
 a lark," but was also 
hired right after graduation. 
"I did it for fun," Neal said. "I 
had no intention of working in the 
field." But she got a job teaching 
English at a private 
college  
"because I knew somebody."
 
Perhaps more common
 is the 
experience of several of the
 
graduates  who had been teaching 
part time for
 a few years and 
were 
unable to find a full-time 
position.  
Barbara Bettencourt,




 a very broad 
base to 
work at 




taught as  a substitute for four years
 
before she gave up 
looking for a full-
time teaching
 job, and frtially tr:!'s 
hired as a 
bank  auditor. 
"I 
decided I wanted something 
more than a part-time job," Bet-
tencourt said. "I decided to 
take
 the 
bank job because it 
was evident 
there was nothing in 
the teaching 
field."  
Other  recent graduates
 realized 
the problems in 
the teaching job 
market before they 
graduated.  
Shirley D'Addio, BA '74, 
was  one of 
these. She
 was an MA candidate but
 
dropped out when one of 
the  "most 
gifted" people in 
her English 
seminar 
got  a job teaching 
"bonehead English." 
Now  she works 
for








Among  those 
graduates  who 
decided not to 
teach,  four now have 
or have 
held
 editing and writing
 
jobs. 
Eliane  Roe graduated
 in 1972 
and 









































was  52 
when
 she 












 '74, did 
not 
want to 











then  was hired 
to edit textbooks









find jobs in 
their  field so 
they have 
moved  into areas 
such as 
office work and 
industry.  
Karen Boyle, BA 
'73, 
was  ad -
vised as an 
undecided  un-
dergraduate to take English because 
she was good at it. Now she is a 
secretary and her English 
background helps her only some of 
the time, as when using
 grammar 
and writing to edit reports. She plans 
to return to SJSU next semester to 
study urban planning. 
One factor that affected many of 
the 
graduates
 was their lack of 
knowledge about career possibilities 
in English 










































once  a 
year to 





 He said about
 











 blind to the 
fact
 that 
careers  are 
open
 or with their
 eyes 
wide 
knowing  what 
they
 want to do," 
said writer Pat 
McKillip.  
Greg Caillat, BA 








"I went through four years of 
college 
picking
 my own classes," 
Caillat said. "I was too preoccupied 
with school work to think about 
careers. I assumed 
I'd  be teaching." 
He calls his present job in 
heavy 
industry  "a means to an end." 







































themselves  to 
employers









said  she 

























available  at the
 
English 
Department  office 
discusses
 
English  as a preparation for
 law or 
medical school. 
Galin,  a pre-law 
advisor, 
said this is overstated
 for 




visors have told 
me they wish all 
their
 students had English
 
backgrounds
 rather than 
anything  
else." 
However,  only one
 of the 
graduates  in this 
survey  had elected 
to go on to law 
school. 
Many of the teaching graduates 
said the department should have 
more classes on grammar and 
composition, especially how to teach 
them. They learned lots of 
literature, but have not been able to 
use it in their teaching. 
"I'm not sure it was a program 
that prepared me for what I'm doing 
now," said Pat Bruno, a 1972 MA 
recipient who teaches part time at 
three
 junior colleges. She has taught 
composition 
for six years, but has 
never taught a literature
 course. 
Chairman Galin said a modern 
English 
grammar
 course is required 
of all credential 
candidates and a 
technical writing class 
will  begin 
next fall. He added the department
 



















































Some 80 percent 
of SJSU graduates 
receiving
 an M.A. 
degree in 
sociology  now 
have jobs in 
that field, 
according  to 
an 
unscientific




 only 30 
percent













four were not 
employed in a 
sociology -
related
 job. Five 
others
 were able 
to get 
only 
part-time  work, 
however,
 and another 
five said the 















 from SJSU in 
the last 
five 
years. The lone 
exception  is James 
Walsh, who is 











many  of the recent 
graduates, 
Walsh had a difficult 
time at first getting a 
full-time job
 because he wanted 
to
 be a 
teacher.  Finally, in 1973, 
he was able to get 











ment and the 
courses it 
offers.
 He was 
especially happy
 with the wide 
variety of 








 the quality of 
education  in the 
department.  He 
was
 also happy 
that  the 
department










degree  in 
another  major in 1951. 
The M.A. did not 
help  McCaleb to get a 
job, 
however,  because he 
was already 
employed
 at the University
 of California's 
Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory.  He said 
he 
thinks  the degree 
did help him 
advance  
at the UC lab, though. 
He also 
said
 he was glad 
he had the 
opportunity  to write a 
thesis for hsmsters 
because 
he eelt that 
was  a valuable 
ex-
perience.  








quality  of 




 should be 
more  emphasis 
on 
the basic 
principles  of 
research









 underlines the 
most  frequent complaint 
about  SJSU's 
sociology 
program:  there are 
not enough 
research  courses. 
Six




One of the six 
is Nezzie Wade, a 
1974  
graduate 
with  a 3.8 grade 
point
 average. 
She is now teaching 
at
 St. Patrick's 
College in 
Mountan  View, and she wishes 
she had
 been able to learn more about 
research and methodology. 
"I find myself 
now  in a situation where 
I will be teaching research, and
 I find 
myself  groping," she said. 
Martha Costello, a 1976 graduate,
 also 




 at San 
Jose has got some progressive
 
courses, but most of 
them  are very 
traditional and 
even  backward. 
Theory courses are so watered 
down  
as to be nearly useless." 
"The





 it almost 
completely 
research," 
she  said. 







 of SJSU 
graduates
 getting 




































































 what we do 


















interested  in 




can use the center 
to help them develop 
knowledge 
in
 that area. 
He also 
pointed out that
 many more 
classes
 could not be 
added  to the program 
because of 





has caused the 
elimination
 of more than 
six faculty 





 the need for 













not  helpful in 
getting a job
 or adding 
substantially 
to the student's





Values'  just 
aren't
 going to do 






Bell,  a straight -A 
student who 
graduated  in 1976,




oriented"  and sould
 
try 






























































had  a 
masters  































 think some 
of the theory
 courses are 
a 














 treated the 
students. 
He
 was lavish in 
his praise of the 
faculty 
members,  especially 
Professor 
Harold  Hodges and 
SJSU
 Executive Vice 
President
 Gail Fullerton,
 who had taught
 
in the department





"I've been to Cal and I've been to 
Stanford, but I never had a department 
that went out of their way to help me the 
way San Jose State's did," Lieberman 




Lieberman was not alone. Three other 
students also had strong praise for the 
faculty as a whole, although there were 
complaints about a few classes. 













public  service jobs 
By 







are  having a 
hard
 time breaking
 into the 
public
 service jobs 

















 of the 17 
employed,
 only seven 
were  working 
in public
 service or government
-related jobs despite 
their political science degrees. 
One after 
another,  graduates cited 
scarcity of jobs 
and 
extreme difficulty in 
finding them. They 
made 
even dimmer 
forecasts for the future. 
"The political science)
 field is saturated
 and is 
getting more so every 
day," said Kathy Harrop,
 a 





Cruz  urban planner Jim 
Beall
 was one of the 
seven  graduates fortunate enough to 
land
 a govern-
ment job. "I got 
lucky,
 I think," he said after 
being  
chosen from 500 applicants. 
However, the most understandably 
bitter  ob-
servations on the crowded job market come from 
frustrated 
unemployed  graduates whose string of luck 
ran 
out  before some of other, more fortunate former 
students. 
"I would be hard pressed to find any job in political 
science unless I taught it," said Ray DeLay.
 a 1975 
political science graduate, "and then I would have to 
travel to obscurity to find it."  
Another frustrated political science graduate 
attributed  an unsuccesssful job search to a lack of 
practical experience. 
"Educationally,  I'm qualified," 
said 1977
 graduate John Bodle, "but I'm lacking in the 
necessary experience." 
Undaunted by his fruitless efforts, Bodle is trying 
to get that much needed practical experience by doing 
volunteer work for U.S. Congressman Norman Mineta, 
0-13th district. 
There was also a striking degree of 
consensus  
among political science graduates on the 
relative  
worthlessness of their major coursework. 
Even  more revealing was 
the  unanimous 
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catalogue  free ith order 
 molloseters 
agreement among the seven graduates with govern-
ment -related jobs, who said majoring in political 
science was not a 
requirement  for employment. 
And 11 of 17 employed graduates felt a college 
degree in 
general was unnecessary to obtain a job. 
"A college degree and 50 cents will buy you a cup of 
coffee 
anywhere
 in town" but not much else, according 
to Maurice Ballard, a 1975 political science graduate. 
Frustrated by the lack of jobs in the government 
sector and tired of searching, Ballard now works for 
Bell Telephone Co. as a cable splicer. 
But Prof. Roy E. Young, Political Science 
Department chairman, disputed the graduates' ob-
servations and denied that the public service job 
market has been flooded with unsuccessful job 
seekers.
 
"Most of the political science graduates I know 
have pretty good jobs in their fields,"
 he said. 




 jobs have 
con-
tinued
 to increase 
over the last 
20
 years, but he 
failed to 
cite  statistics 
to




bureaucracy,"  he 
said,  "from 
management

























are not  
only  finding 
jobs,  but where 
the largest 



















$17,244  a year. 
The top salary
 was $27,000 
while
 the low 






























"Most of the political 
science graduates I know 
have 
pretty good jobs in 
their 
fields" --Roy Young, 
Political Science Depart-
ment  chairman 
Incomes of the political science graduates with 
jobs outside government averaged $14,920 a year. 
But while the lack of jobs dominated many of the 
comments, most graduates felt the university did not 
adequately prepare 
them for their job. 
Of 17 political science graduates employed, 12 felt 
the university had failed in its primary mission  to 
educate and prepare students for the outside job 
market.  
"I give myself more credit than I do the university 
in preparing me for my job," said Ken Yeager, an 
administrative assistant to Santa Clara County 
Supervisor Rodney Diridon. 
Yeager said he spent countless volunteer hours 
doing work for politicians, in campaigns  and 
in-
ternships. "It's the connections you make outside of 
school that get you the job," he said. 
Another former political
 science major agreed 
with Yeager. 
"Those without 
degrees  are just as qualified as I 
am,"  said Dennis Foy, a 1975 political science 
graduate  


















DEC.  16 
land 10 
P.M. 
MORRIS DAILEY AUD. 
ADMISSION:
 $1.00 
Polled on their 
opinion
 of the Political Science 
Department's curriculum, most
 graduates expressed 
mixed feelings. 
Graduates 
agreed  that local government, state
 
government and constitutional law courses
 were the 
most useful; history of political 
thought  and com-
parative politics
 received the most bad marks. 
Experience, the graduates said, is much more 
important than education 
in acquiring a job. In fact, 12 
of the 20 graduates polled felt that way. 
Besides experience, 
recommendations  from other 
employers,
 personality, maturity, 
versatility
 and 
education were cited 
by
 the remaining eight graduates 
as useful tools in 
obtaining  a job. 
jaulipia  
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By
 Gary Morse 
Carol Roberts
 received a B.A. 
in psychology last 
May. This fall, 
as a Cub Scout leader 




 herself. But 
she 
isn't  looking for a job 
in psychology. 
"That's  not what I 
went for," Roberts 
said. "I 
wanted an 
education. And that," 
she said, "you can 
really get in the 
Psychology  Department." 
Like 16 out of 20 other psychology 
graduates
 from 
SJSU, some with 
advanced degrees and well -paying 
jobs in 
the  field, Roberts praised the 
Psychology 
Department  and the quality of 
education.  
The 20 students, 
picked on a non-scientific basis,
 
were 
asked  to describe the schooling they 
received. 
What appears to be a key
 reason for the 85 percent 
positive 
response  is the belief that the Psychology 
Department provides "a 
good  foundation." 
For 
instance,  Roberts, 30, said she
 received a 
sound, broad education
-something  she had always 
wanted. 
For persons who have 
stayed  in psychology, terms 
such
 as "a good background" 
or
 "good foundation" 
were often used 
to describe their training. And a good 
background, according to 
some graduates, is helpful 
both in  
graduate  work and on 
the job. 
"I got a solid grounding in psychoanalytic theory 
plus the other theories
 that I can build with on my 
own," said Lynn Deterline, a 1976 
M.S.
 graduate in 
clinical  psychology who is counseling part-time at 
Building K and in private 
practice.  
Bob Trinchero, director of testing and research at 
California State University at 
Hayward,  said SJSU 
prepared  him well fora Ph.D. 
"I found
 myself at an even par or better off than 
other students who were coming 
into
 Stanford from all 
over the country," said Trinchero, who 
received  both a 
B.A. and a 
masters
 from SJSU in the late 1960s. "I 
didn't feel like I walked in there with any gaping 
disabilities."  
For others, the reasons 
were  more personal. 
"I've grown as a person," Richard Ferry said. 
Ferry, who received a B.A. in 1971 and is completing 
field work in the clinical -community M.S. program,
 
said the therapy 
work at Building K and during in-
ternships is personally rewarding. 
Economic factors also influenced the 
favorable  
responses.  
Although no one said it was easy to get a related 
job with only a B.A., 35 percent of those interviewed 
said an advanced degree from 
SJSU provides an  edge 







By Jim Hooker 
Is an SJSU un-
 dergraduate degree in 
 economics valuable in the 
I marketplace? 
In a survey of 20 1967 -
through -1977 SJSU 
economics 
graduates, 19, 
or 95 percent said their 
degree was valuable either 




undergraduate degrees in 
economics from SJSU, 
while the remaining 10 
percent had graduate 
degrees.  
Six, or 30 percent 
of
 
is applicable to his work, he 
said.
 
Of those graduates 
surveyed, nine, or 
45 
percent, work in fields 
indirectly related to their 
majors. All nine 
described
 




their present work. 
Three graduates 
surveyed now practice law, 
and all were enthusiastic 












 are now 
applying
 their 
majors  in 
careers, 


















1967  graduate, 




 Inc. in 
San  
Jose for some 20 years, he 
decided, at age 50, to 
get  an 
. economics
 degree. 


















Inc.,  in 
New
 York, 







































school,  but 
business,"  Clifford 
Heisterberg, a 1967 
department  graduate, said. 
A graduate of 
Lincoln  
Law School in San Fran-
cisco, Heisterberg said the 
degree gave him "a 
practical education and 
experience in handling 
people." 




Stanford Atwood, a local 
attorney




 adding that 
his  economics degree 
enabled 














viewed their economics 










career  in 





teacher at Overfelt High
 
School in San
































wouldn't  have 
had the con-
fidence I 
have now if it 










 theory and 
problems." 
As an engineer at Ford 
Aerospace in Palo Alto, 
Richard Duncan, a 1977 
graduate, majored in 
economics "solely out of 




Duncan, an engineer 
when he enrolled 
in the 
SJSU program, said the 
major
 has been "useful in 
understanding economic 
theory and personal 
finances." 
Richard Allen, a 1971 
graduate and 
engineer at 
Intersil Inc. in 
San  Jose, 
found
 the program 
"useless." 
"I didn't get that much 
out of it," he said. "There's 





graduate agreed, but only 





















went to the 
University of 
Santa Clara to get his 
masters degree in business 













would  not have  
taken economics if I had 
not planned on going to 
graduate 
school,"  he said. 
Ten of the 20 economics 
undergraduates surveyed 
now have 
at least one 


































































































theory  or 
opinions," 
he said. 
Ed Chase, an 
employee 
of the 





















Department was once 
one  
of the best 
in the country," 
he said. 

















changed from a 
"broad -
based" 
program  into a 
"business  oriented" 
major 








 provided a 
"diversity





 student to 
tailor 







restricted,  and not as 
effective," he said.
 
However, Bob Rubin, a 
1977  graduate now enrolled 
in the 
graduate  economics 




at SJSU was 
"essential
 and valuable." 
"I 
had good 


















































He added, however, that he 
would like to see "more 
rigorous" courses in 
macro-
 and micro-
economics at SJSU. 
"If they did offer a 
more rigorous program," 
he said, -students
 who 
could not seek private 
instruction 
from the 
professors could benefit 
more." 
Alice Capelle, a 1973 
graduate, is one of three 
surveyed
 in unrelated 




Her grades from SJSU
 
did not qualify her for 
graduate 
school
 and a 
teaching career. However, 




 liked the 
program," she said. "I'm 
just sorry I didn't get into 
anything beneficial." 
Graduates  
with  a 
M.S.













































































Binen,  a 
1976
 M.S. 









 of problem 
children but 






 thing is to 
know what to 
do with the 
child after 
you  know 
what






 in the 
department  on 
that.  
We 
didn't  even take 
a stab at it. 
We were just  
trained 
on 
how to test 
the  child." 
Binen 
suggested 














 of practical 
application 
exists




 a lot of 
what  was 

















applications  of 
therapy.  
"There 




psychotherapy,"  she said. 
"The range 
of courses is 
very narrow
 in the 
graduate 
program.  There 
is a whole gamut
 of things," 
Davidson  said, 
mentioning  the 
areas  of Jungian 
and 
marriage  and 
family
 psychology, 









strongly  worded than 
most, echoed the 













 former students 




testing  and statistics 
and 
fewer theory classes. 
Six 
graduates, meanwhile,
 favored more 
courses  
in newer 
areas  of psychology, 
such
 as existential and 
Jungian  thought. 
Three  graduates 
also

























a month as 































 will not, 
in 
the end, turn 
on to 'The 
Turning  Point'." 
"This film
 has it all.. .one of the






MARTHA SCOTT  MARSHALL THOMPSON and 
ANTHONY  












 ROSS PRINTS BY 
DELUXE'
 NOW IN PAPERBACK FROM
 SIGNET 
MUSIC FROM THE 
MOTION  PICTURE ON 20TH CENTURY RECORDS AND TAPES 
TWENTIETH
 CENTURY -FOX A 
HERBERT
 




-THE TURNING POINT 
TOM SKERRITT 
i MIKHAIL 
BARYSHNIKOV  ),,d LESLIE
 




















































 despite a 
worsening  











 the grads 
admitted the market was
 
getting 
tougher,  they cited 
several reasons why they 
felt jobs 










and a masters degree. 
"Anyone can be a 
well. 
prepared teacher if 
they're 
willing to apply them-
selves," 
Vivian







School,  said. 
"If you 
don't  want to 
work, then don't be a 





specialization  in 
Spanish, 
drama, 
music  and student 












there  were inure 
opportunities with a 
M.A. 




just a bachelor's degree. 
A 1977 graduate, Jamie 
Simmons, said she got her 
job at a learning center in 
Gilroy because of her 
multiple-subjects credent-
ial. 
Dr. Tiedt, chairman of 
the Education Department, 
maintained 
that mobility 
plays a big part in getting a 
job. 
"You've got to be able 
to go where the job is," 
Tiedt said. 
The majority of the 
graduates 
rated  their 
education as "good" but 












"I wasn't satisfied with 
it," Barbara 
Lawless, an 
elementary teacher at 
Campbell's St. Lucy's 
School, said. 
Lawless believes there 
wasn't
 enough practical 
experience until the fifth 
year, 
when  student 
teaching
 is required. She 




which  got right into 
student teaching. 
"I 


















































model"  tha: often 
took place 




masters  degree has 
helped him move 
up in his 




 do more ex-
tensive




 student teacher 
should be 
there  the first 
day school opens;
 it gives 




 also believes 
that while 
engaged  with 
student teaching, the 
student
 should not be 
subjected to all the 
theory 
work and exams. 
The 
majority  of the 
grads 
agreed that most 
EdUCA TION 
courses were 
useful and did 
help 
them prepare for their
 
jobs, but admitted 
that 
they gained 
most of their 
experience
 on the job. 
"The lesson





to do a lot 
more 
thinking
 when you're on 
your own




John Bakmas, said. 










commented that even 
though he 
was  basically 
prepared
 "pretty well," 
a 
lot is learned 
from ex-
perience which you can't 
get out of a book. 
Brader's
 colleague, 
Terry Warden, also 








Overall, however, the 
general consensus of in-
structor ability, course 
competence and 
preparation 
was  good. 
A lot of 







great. I  






 and yes, I 
do 
think SJSU is 
one of the top-
rated 
schools  in its 
field  
with a good staff. 
"SJSU 
seems  to do 
very well in placing people 











 were on the 





"I felt underqualified 
at 
first,"  Bakmas said, 
"because 









"I just felt confident. 
You always
 have a panic 
that you're underqualified 
I guess," Simmons said. 
"I felt underqualified," 
Lawless commented. "I 
don't think you are ever 
over 
qualified. You need 
experience  to 
feel  com-
pletely at ease














back  for his 
















a job in 
counseling  
because  






he had no 
desire






the  counselors at 


























 she had 
her 
name
 placed on 
the sub-
stitute list 







overqualified  to be a 
substitute 
teacher








their  starting 
salaries
 

























Department  is 









 shows that 
70 
percent  have 
found  field -
related 
jobs within one 
month  after graduation, 
topping 
the national 
average of 60.4 percent 




A similiar survey 
conducted by Dr. Dennis 
Wilcox of the Journalism 
Department showed a 64 
percent employment rate, 
4 percent above the 600-
person usrvey conducted 
by the New
 Jersey -based 
Newspaper Fund. 







 CARRY A 


























 Ashby and 
Alcatraz  
Oakland CA 94607 
(415)654-4751  
Salto than tuz:, theeta.. 
Rene, than athIt 






































across  the 
nation. 











































































 for a 









































































 "but I had 
JOU  R NAL
 IS M 
no luck at all." 
Remkes is working as 
a San Jose travel agent 
which gives her the op-
potunity to freelance while 
abroad. 
Many of the other 
graduates surveyed just 
passed over the Bay Area 
and sought employment 
elsewhere. 
Steve Taylor, a 1977 
graduate, lined
 up a job 
with the Ventura Star -Free 
Press prior to com-
mencement exercises 
because of the Bay Area 
job situation 
and a personal 
















































































































who  has 
since 
taken  a 
job























 concensus was 1976 
































because  of the 
relative 
newness  on 
the job. 
But dissecting the 
goods from the bads of 
their education 
was much 
easier; most seemed to 


































was that of Remkes, who 
along with her B.A. in 





needs more counseling 
from those 
who  have been 
out in the working world," 
Remkes argued. "There is 
too much bullshit going on; 
there is not
 enough 


















Glamour Color (a 
$30.00
 
value)  with any of 
Miracle Auto Painting's fine 
paint services, beginning at just 
$59.95. Expert
 body repair, 
speedy and friendly
 service, and 
free estimates, always. See the 
Cavalcade of Color today.
 
,:ooci




Monterey areas, until December
 31, 1977. Check the 
Yellow 
Pages  for the store nearest you. 
Open week 










seems to be in 
significant 
contradiction to. what 
90
 
percent  surveyed 
claimed. 
"The





me for my 
job and I'm 




 is not like 
the  actual 
!xperience,












 with the 




 "But I 
don't think there is any
 real 
preparation for the 
real  
world. The greatest thing 
for me was
 my internship, 
which let 
me




 ought to  
look at the curriculum with 
hefty revisions 
in mind," 
said Brown, summarizing 
the academic 
sentiment on 









There  should be 
















 a B.A. 
and M.A. 
was the 
average,  but 































jobs,  Tiedt 









factors  to 













advisement,  a 
wide 
range of student 
teaching




 and an 
excellent  
placement service
 were all 
cited by Tiedt in making 
SJSU an excellent, top-
rated school
 in its field. 
In a response to 
grads' 
desire
 for changes and 
some 






which  places 
restrictions on the number
 
of hours spent 
student 
teaching 1, the
 school is 







are willing to look at the 
complaints and 
come up 
with better programs, and 
I would welcome a look 
at a 
change in 
Ryan's  Law." 
Tiedt 
felt
 the study to 
be an 




jobs even in a tight market. 
The greatest emphasis 
by graduates, however, 
was placed on the person 
himself.
 
It's the person who 
qualifies  and sells himself 
for the job, grads com-
mented. 
"There's no way to 
make it in this field if you 
slide by. You have to put in 
it what you want out of it," 
Younger said. 
FIND OUT 
WHAT  YOU 
ARE 
MADE  OF 
LEARN  
WHAT
 IT TAKES 
TO LEAD 
Army ROTC 

















 dr 6 hrs. on any one day 
FEES: Depend on Income (0-96 cents/hr.  - 
THERE IS NO MAXIMUM 
INCOME 
PARENTS: One must 
be S.J.S.U. Student 
AGES: 2 l/2-5 (pre -kindergarten& 





























With the election of Salvador 
Allende in 1970, Chile became the 
most advanced democracy on the 
South  American continent
  
the 
only country in the world 
sophisti-





 by Chilean Helwo Soto, this French 
production dramatically 
documents
 the military 
overthrow  of the Allende 
government,  culmi-
nating with 
the  death of Allende on the steps 
of
 














policies  as 
instituted
 by 













































































































































 and 9:30 p.m. 
December

































































































































































all  17 
repeat


































































































































































































the  words 
istayed
 
close  by. 














































































































































































ployed at SJSU for eight 
years. Lawrence 
Wendt,  a 
s'75 grad,
 sought New 
College for its flexibility 
in 
scheduling, not








hobby, text sound com-
posing  a 
cross  between 
electronic music and tribal 
Chanting. He is now writing 
a book on the 
history of this 

































































































 Nlag Cards 
(40)  
AVLI  B59 
Aviation  Pac 
NAVLI B-59 
Navigat;on  Pac 
STATLI  E3-59 
Statistics  Pac 
RELIB 59 
Real Estate Investment 
SURLIB59 Surve 
TI 1030265A 3 
Rolls  Paper 
ALL TEXAS INSTRUMENT 
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 




$5 per order for 
shipping.
 Na cash refunds. VISA and 
MASTER CHARGE airepted. 
Credit card prices may differ. Per-
sonal  check accepted, allow 2 weeks to clear. In California add 6 1/2 

















































 2 Anatolia %pa fee 
the  





for  men and women. 
Casual 








train? different countries Price 




 In and browse. 





Friday,  10 to 
6,
 1186 Lincoln 



















2614. CALL for Price List. 
JAPANESE 
TEAHOUSE  is new 
open 


















 A quiet study area is 
available
 There are more
 than 
100 Oriental 
teas and 30 gourmet 
coffees





Which include a 
seating capacity 
for more than 
200 are available 
for group meetings
 at no charge 











for a wedding and 
reception.  Catering 
and
 Wed 
ding Photography are available 
at low student rates Bride keeps 




 For complete 
details, please 











Enterprises.  1150 South 13c0M, 
Suite  13 Phone 30 5515 or629 
7671. 
WRITE 
A RESUME Now. A 
Workbook designed for students. 




 $6.45 postpaid. Cl 
Functional Resumes. 
1414 









look under Per 
sonals. BREWERS 
EAST. 92 N. 
market. 2924220. 
CCH I U 
Reunion Dinner Dance,
 














 MEChA would like to 
thank you for attending 
our first 
meeting this academic year 




 to extend a 
warm 







prepared  some 
activities 
and 




Spartaguide,  in which we hope 
that you will participate in.
 If 
you are interested in 
any  of we 
activities or have new ideas, 
accept  this as a personal 
in
 
vitation to attend 
the next 
MEChA
 meeting. MEChA meets 
every Monday 
at
 4 p.m. in the 
Guadalupe Room







Hey all you lovely "Plant Mamas" 
and "Plant Papas" consider 
yourselves very fortunate to be 
reading
 these words. Because I 
am going to Introduce you to a 





 "little green children." 





 arms till 
you 
will have to trim them back to 
keep them from taking over 
your  "pad." This 
"health
 food" 
is called Marsh's VF
 It.
 
It's  the 
plant 
food everyone
 is talking 
about and no wonder!! Some 




juice"  for all those 
Poor
 
plants  trying to survive 
under human conditions 
in 
houses
 and apartments. Poor 




you  have a 









 after a few 
drinks
 of the magic 
"VF 11" 
potent. And you'd better
 bolt 

















so healthy in so 





 new ex 
c 
dement  in "Plant Paren 
Mood."
 "VF -11" has 
been
 
known to have 
reIncarnetion
 
powers) so try It quickly
 on 









 as you watch 
them come 
back  to life. Our 
motto 
is, DON'T LET YOUR
 


















Pay Less, Longs, BrentwoOd,  
Save On, Orchard Supply FOr 
locations closest to you. call 356, 
4166.
 





 data analysis and 
data Interpretation.
 Expert 
assistance  on and hourly 
basis.
 















pfications are currently 
being
 






 Existential  Marne 
Witte efflphasls. 
State approved 
fOr professional license. Write 
for 







 Dr. Peter 
Koftstenbaum. dean.
 PSI. SOO 
College Avenue,















 at No 
II 
Paseo de San 
Antonio The new 
downtown





quality,  take a 
walk  
down
















 friendly salespeople. 
and 
CASH for used 
books.
 




21,  60 percent 



















VW PORSCHE SERVICE All work 
guaranteed. Tune ups from
 $24 





for prospective  buyers. 
Free 
house calls in central S.J. Phone 
Dan 356.4748 
eves. 
WHEELS FOR SALE? Incredible 
offer to SJSU students. Photo ad 
for 
only 0750 
runs until you sell 
(max 4 wks) Call AUTO VIEW 
"The
 Vehicle Shopping Guide." 
For details call 2474469. 
USED AUTO SELLER/BUYER 
COMPUTER MATCHING 
SERVICE. Let us help you sell 
or 
find an auto. van, wagon or 
light 
trucck.




 sorted listings 
of all vehicles
 for sale or Specify 
the exact 
vehicle  you seek 
and 
we 
will  find many that match it. 
Write  to us for details: AUTO 
MASON. PG. Box 11714, Palo 
Alto, CA 
94306 or phone 
14151327-
6320. 
'3$ CHEVY PICKUP. 
327  Hi pert., 
rebuilt,




 736 0518. Dave. 
Truck for Sale: FORD 1/2 ton PU. 
Chevy 283 w 'Holley 4 barrel. 






car make it over the 
mountains for your 
holiday  
ski 
trip? Get a tune up with the 
money  you get by selling your 
books for 60 percent to the 
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE, Dec 
1221.
 
1975 HONDA CB500T. LOCO miles,  








CHEV. STA,  WAGON- 1972 New 
Tires, 
brakes.
 Power. $13000 
277 2396, eves. 326 7207. 
. _ 






S1945/offer.  2410510. 
VOL K S TECH. Specialists in 
VW Ghia






and labile). Free pickupideliv 
All work 









 68, excellent 
Cond 
rebuilt trans.. $800 932 
2377.'925  2980 
1971 TOYOTA
 Corolla: 4 door:
 
w 'AM FM 
radio;
 $400 best 
offer Call Jeff 
after 6 p.m. 177 
8796. 
Volvo 
'67.122S  wagon, 4 spd. FM, 
recliners, roof rack, 
radial  tires, 
good cond. On 
out.





294  6732,  
FOR SALE
 
SHREDDED FOAM rubber. 50 
cents per lb. Na limit to a 
customer 293 
2954.  
COUNTRY GUILTS, home 
made.  
various colors, 
room  accents. To 
KING SIZE, non 
allergic, cotton 
with polyester filling. 3950701 
or 
295 2355 




and pedestal, only R119 to 
SJSU students with this ad 
Located 5 minutes 
from cam 







Excellent  c ond 
$90.246  1696 
DEAR
 STUDENTS Your Insurance
 
man on the 
campus can 
take  
care of all your 
insurance  





 If you are 
not  already 
with State 







 and we'll set 
up a time 
convenient for 
you on campus. 
your home or my office.
 Let's 





 for less money. CALL. 
MORY STAR.
 253 3277 or 446 
3649. 
HELP yourself and 
your  bale ones 
for Xmas. Send for Pyramid 
Energy 










charger, compass, booklet All
 
for 5990 plus 






Craft,  Re ycle 194 
W. 
Sento Clara St S.J.
 95113 
FOR
 SALE Queen size box springs 
and 
mattress. Beauty Rest, 6 
yrs,
 old, very clean 5300 Call 
750 6538. 




Noshua  (in space. 








10th and llth at 640 N 







550 Four Only 3 ma 
old Less than 2000
 mi. Runs 
perfect.








JE R OBE E 1 17 
















ask tor Ron 
Find 














Dec 12 21. 60 percent
 for 
all
 books used next semester 
AUSTIN America. '68. exc. cond.. 
rebuilt trans..
 S800. 933 2377 925 
7980. 
HONDA 350. 0325 Days 961 7249 
























































Dept.  SB, Box 4490,
 Berkeley,  
CA
 94704. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS needing 
over $100 per week for
 part time 
work.
 Flexible 
hours  Must be 
neat, have car and 
phone Call 




ACCOUNTING (Auditors Full time 
Peeition
 open 
for  an individual
 
majoring in 
accounting.  The 
position begins hourly, but will 
be management within one 






 Hotel, 2700 
Mission 
College  Blvd., Santa 





HOMEMAKERS NEEDED NOW! 
Help elderly or disabled with 
light beekeeping. personal
 care 
Full or part time. Flexible 
hours. Experienced or will pay 
while training. Need car. 
792 
5255 Horne helpers of Santa 
Clara County 
TRAVEL INE REPRESENTATIVE. 
immediate opening for a sharp, 
energetic individual
 with proven 
interpersonal skills to 
represent
 
a leader in Me travel industry. 
No direct sales, 20 hours per 
week. starting January 1st_ We 
are looking for a 
winner  with a 
proven 
record
 of integrity, 
personal stability, and corn 
rnunity involvement. Your sell 
initiative will be recognized and 
rewarded with an excellent 
incentive
 program.




 sates know how are the 
ingredients for this well paid, 
part time position Call Toll 








Sa.SOmr. LVN's. $5.67/hr . 
and  
RN's, 
$7/hr.  Some 
experience  
required





Park Ave. S.C. 287 1749 
NEED 
16 
people to demonstrate 
Shaklee  
products. Earn 
SI65 wk. working 1 hr 
day. Call 
Va1629 01956 7 p 
m 
PART 
TIME  misc  
wait near 
campus 03 SO hr. Will fit your 
schedule. Call 733 
6262 between 
11 
and  5p.m. 
PERSON to run 
errands
 for law 
firm,
 on call basis. 
$3/hr.,  plus 




HOME to L.A.  for
 holidays? 
Make 








i 7131242  
1992 or 
24?  1915. 
. . 
LONG
 TERM sub 
needed  for 6. land 













BOOKS  to the 
Spartan 
Bookstore  to sell them 
for 60 
percent,  Dec 1271
 
Looking for
 house, dog and
 garden 
sitter for the 
Months June 








dogs  and gar 
dening, 
be
 clean. Prefer 
graduate
 student s 
or
 couple 
who plan to go 
to summer 
sessions Willow Glen 
area Call 




















 Place,  Fremont, CA 
94536.  
WE 
DESPERATELY  need 
help  
immediately!
 Apply at 
RIDICULOUS 107 E San 
Fernando, next to Underground 






CLINIC is looking for a 
lab assistant 
No













and  it's philosophy
 13 15 
hours a week, 13.50
 an hour. 
Please 













 will start 









speaking  would be very 
helpful If 












































male to act 
as 

































































large two bedroom 
and 
two bath. 5thw w car 




blocks from campus $240 and 
up 
uwities
 paid Chuck 998 
4149 leave message Now and 
next semester.  
FURN
 studio apart. $145 mo. 2 blks 
from campus. Call 733 6262 
betweenll 5 p.m. 











 226 7353 
HOUSE
 FOR SALE NEAR S.J. 
STATE UNIV. QUIET 
AREA
 2 
bdrm. 1 ba., w 
w carpet, 





















 Jan. 1 Over 
75, 
straight.
 serious student. Non 
smoker. Call 2960500 after 530 
p 
HUGE priv,  rm
 w kit. priv. 1/2 
block
 to SJSU. Prefer resp, 
male  
student.
 291 7679, Avail. 12/1 
_ . . 
FEMALE to share 2 bdrrn. apt.
 
Non 
smoker, no pets. 5112.50 mo. 
plus 557.50 cleaning 
deposit.  Call 
after 7, 246 1319. 








St. See Mg,. 
MALE single room, kitchen pHv.  
living room 590. 1150, lath St 
If your living space is a bit cramped, 
create  more room by 
selling  
those
 unwanted books. 60 per 
cent for books used next 
semester.  SPARTAN 
BOOKSTORE 
CLEAN,
 quiet. turn 1 bdrm. apt 
0160 plus dep. All utilities paid. 
Near SJSU, Nonsmoker. 288 
0356 
TWO ROOMMATES needed to share 
bdrrn. house. Female pref., 
non
 
smoker  By Jan 1 $95 plus 








 apt Would like 
employed
 
non smoker over 23 










for David Thomas . 
26' Self Contained trailer,  like new, 
air conditioned. T V. Will Share 
Business
 opportunity as well 










 building. Pool, 
Sauna. 1/2 bKKk to El 
Camino  
and bus 
line. $170/rno includes 
utilities 
phone Call manager at 
493 8570 





 place two or three 
weekends a month. 
Studio 
Apt.
 Porn. with Studio room 
1 Bilt from Campus 
Good  
lighting. Quiet, Adults no 
pets 
1st
 and last mo. 
rent
 Avail I 




. . . 
. 
THE DIANE APT. at 




 and new 
turn.  at 
$115/rnonth. No children or gets. 
See 
manager





 HOUSE APT. at 5005. 
11th
 
St.,  Security building
 with 
deluxe 
2 bdrrn., 2 bath 
at 
5250'month, new hon., carpets 
and drapes. No children
 or pets 
See 
manager
 in Apt. 1 or call 
266 
4967. 
THE DIANE APT. at 4005, 4111 St,. 
security  building with large 1 
bdrrn  1 bath at $1115 month. All 
furnished with private balcony. 
No children or pets. See 
manager in 
Apt. 7 or 




















 (I mos 
5.15 area REWARD
 Call 793 
2051.293 
4014 or 2046719 
FOUND-  
















 Dec. 12 






















THE SJSu GAY STuDENT uNiON 
meets every Thurs atop m in 
the Alrnen Room of the Student 
Union G 5 U 
Is an informal 
club striving to meet the 
needs  
at the gay 
Community  on 
campus and oft You will lied 
that our 
meetings  are always 
friendly and informative 
Meetings
 are half structured, 
half informal, and
 are attended 
by about 50 people Be 
your  





 Disco Dance, 12 1 













needed  to work with 
disturbed children. Peninsula
 
Children'sCenter  494 
1700. 
VOLUNTEERS
 needed. Work on a 
one to one 
basis  with an 
emotionally  disturbed child 
aged 2 8 Learn Behavior 
Modification 
techniques,  gain 
valuable
 experience. Mornings 
9 










products. Call "Bob" 
for your 
complimentary  beauty 
demonstration
 No obligation 
266 1653 between 6 7pm 
_ . 
DEBONAIR 
DATING  SERVICE. 
Fast,  personal and 
selective  
Men and women of all ages 
are  
welcome.
 Women for the first 30 
days will be allowed in free with 
this ad. 
Unlimited in in 
troductions
 259 7254. 
DO YOUR OWN legal forms. 
Professional 
typing  and filing 
Call after
 7 p.m.. 353 3748,  
CARPOOL.
 Palo Alto San Jose. 
intersession 
8.00 11 30 Will 
share expenses
 493 2847 
LOSE 1049 lbs. in one month 
drinking  milkshakes.
 no drugs. 
















 Skin Care 
Products, 
Approx.
 35 items to 









cent  iaential, birth control 
Services. 








HOUR.  10 pm. 
1,30  
a 
m..Thurs  , Fri., Sat 
nights 75 
ccent drinks. 
Michelob  25 cants. 
Live Entertainment, 
BREWERS EAST,







Please we need more time 
together  
let's go away for the
 weekend 
with the 
money I get by selling 
my




RIDER NEEDED to Salt
 Lake City 
during  X mas 2460007
 eves. 
. . 
RENT CABIN at 
Tahoe.
 2 bcirrns,  at 
foot of Heavenly,
 near clubs 






BUY  a townhouse, 
single family home,
 con 
dominium. mobilehome or in 
come 
property.






000  No obligation 
Call David 
Jones, agent for 




 Estate. Office 267
 3535 or 
at my home.













Hugs and K isses.
 M.A 







 All 102 02 
Final 
score.  SJSU. 4 1'2, Teri 
Foley,  
PETE: Thanks for a 
wonderful 
year!
 May we have many more. 










rates  75 











All  work 
guaranteed  
IBM 

































































care  for 
your
 children










































honeymoon  without 
your
 children.






















 or 257 8433 
evenings  
Dec 12 71. Boobs used next 









































 your auto insuranzi 
We also otter 
excellent
 raft, Or 
homeowners 
and renters in 
surance  
Appointments  at limo 
and place convenient to you 













reasonable too Try me on West 
San Jose Patty 984
 1642 







medoately  Phone 
275 bIll  
COMPLETE 
RESUME SERVICE 
Resumes typed and printed SIU 









 page NORTH 
VALLEY 
SECRETARiAL 
SERVICE AAMIRS SUPER 
PRINT. Orchard Business Park 
Orchard Building 800 
Charcof
 

















 ic II Typewriter 














 thesis and term papers 
Fast and accurate 
Call  866 1798 
TERM PAPERS THESIS typed 75 
cents to SI pg IBM Selertrir 
w 




KEYPUNCHING! Got betleir things 
to do Man 
typing  a long
 
program? They call me Fast 











weekdays alter 4 30, weekends. 
anytime 
STEREO.   
SAVE 
THIS









with us for 
SUPER 
DISCOUNTS





































 B plus 0. 
DCM,  Mplus K. 
ADC,
 DO Gas, 
Janus,  
Mkko,  Sonus,
 Scott, E P I, 
JVC, ESS, JBL, 




ENTERPRISES  has 
over 
140 Major brands
 of 'tome 
electronics at 10 
to SO percent 










 kit w any 
system!
 Call 904 5550. M 
F. 49, 
All








books  at the 
SPARTAN 
BOOKSTORE  Dec 
12




PASSPORT AND PHOTO 
SPECIAL 
$7 off w ad 
for 1 
color or 4 B and W photos 
Regular price
 $7 50 JMJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY






(between  1st and 2nd Streets 
FREE WORLDWIDE CHARTER 
FLIGHT Locating Service We 
represent all operators Paris 









. NewYork Hawaii In 
terna tiona I Student
 identity 
Card

















Student Tours Israel USSR 
. rain info 
Camping lours In 
Europe Student flights to 
Asia, 













 Leasing and 
Purchasing







 Please visit one of 
our 
of lices
 On campus. Main 






Thurs..  It?. Off campus Trip 
and Travel Planning CCo 
oformerely Campus 
Travel 
advisers) 444 E 
WIlliams 
St . SJ 
95113. 
Call 14081297







Oakland London from $325 
round 
trip Also to Dusseldorf
 on 
new Tristar
 JUMP() IrOrri $389 
New programs MIA liable
 now 
Lois 










TRAVEL  937 
Saratoga Ave San Jose 95129 
PHONE 466975/
 
RIDER NEEDED. one way. to 
LA.
 




12 72 Contact Cindy at 798 7795, 
or leave 
message  al 777 3171 
Enter 
vOkor  







Pay tor if with the CASH you 
receive













































from Page 10 
Judy Proffitt-Roda, a 1975 graduate 
who now does full-time research for 
Alameda
 County, said she learned a lot 
from research classes taught 
by
 Asquith 
but she felt some other instructors were 
very 
weak.  
"Some of them have a very archaic 
way of doing it," she said. Proffitt-Roda 
would not name any specific 
instructor,  
however.  
Wade, a 1974 graduate, said she 
learned a great deal when she worked on 
her 
thesis,
 but hadn't been 
too  satisfied 
with 
the department before that. 





of what I did was 
independent -I got very 
little help."
 
Leila Whitcombe, a 1973 graduate who 
already had a job as a marriage and 
family counselor, paid a backhanded 
compliment to the department. 
"I think the amount 
of red tape and 
baloney I went through in the Sociology 
Department helped me in 
the real world," 
she  
said.  
Many others had higher praise of the 
department. 
"I think they have an excellent 
program," said Nancy 
Bell,  who 
graduated this year.
 "I have nothing but 
good vibes about  the department." 
Bell works for the Juvenile Probation 
Department in San Jose, but she already 
had that job before 
graduation. She said 




the program was very 
good," 
said  Charles Arise°, a 1974 
L!raduate who works in the electronics 
industry but has done some part-time 
teaching. "The 
information
 I got 
from
 
those courses was still valuable for the 
courses I taught." 
"I think the Sociology Depart! tient at 
State is one of the most progr-ssive 
departments at State,"
 added Dave 
LeCompte, a graduate this year. "I didn't 
have a class there that I considered a 
waste of time." 
Even though a high percentage of the 
graduates agreed the quality of the 
Sociology Department
 was fairly good, 
many complained about the difficulties of 
getting jobs. 
Graduate
 Coordinator Asquith 
said 
one reason for this is that many 
of tb. 
graduates are interested in teaching, an, 
that job market is extremely crowded 
now. 
David Pascual, a 37 -year -old who 
already had a job in industry, said he 
went
 
back for his masters degree primarily
 to 
further his education rather than to obtain 
a teaching job. 
"I had wanted to go into personnel  
and/or teaching, but I don't think I was 
under the illusion at the 
time that I was 
going to be able to land a teaching job," he 
said. 
Pascual
 said he thinks many of the 
younger students are under that illl-
pression, however, which causes them to 
be disillusioned when they
 can't get a job. 
Costello, who graduated with straight 
As,  said she was able to obtain a part-time 




because she happened to know another. 
instructor there. 







San Jose State University 
(Continued
 from page 
11)
 
Revisions in the 
requirements  for the 














centration  areas 
have been 
created:  a 
liberal arts 





for a M.S. in 
applied  psychology, 
and courses for 
the  
student
 whose goal is 





much  more 
rlexible than










MacRae  said. 
Students who 
want to pursue testing 
over theory, or theory over testing, will  
have more leeway






















 your great 
B.A.  but what 
are you
 going to do with
 it?" asked Peggy
 
Schmitz,
 a 1977 
graduate  now 





not a whole bunch













want.  It 
adds
 to the 
feeling of 
impersonality














































































































































Nancy Arvold held a similar opinion.  
-There are some really great people 
who have a lot to offer," she said, "and 




























































































relating it back to 





 a B.A. in 
psychology






























































one  or 





























































































...and, "Calculating Better Decisions" Book. 
"how-to" book  for improved decision
 making. 
whatever 
your
 profession. 
°Ils!alons  
Books
 
Cookbooks
 
Mythology  
Nature
 
Juveniles
 
Americana
 
Dictionaries
 
Travel 
Arts  
& 
Crafts 
Art Portfolios 
Mon 
Sac 
National
 Specialty 
10%
 
Off  
....pens
 & 
pencils  
Paper  
Mate/Parker/Cross/Schafer
 
Scripto
 
All
 pen gifts
 
sets
 
10%  
off  
Clocks
 
KEywouNd
 
& 
ElEcTRic
 
$4.69114.95
 
Lamps
 
$21.00  
Tea
 
Sets
 
SiMillAR
 
TO
 
phoro  
$15.95
 ANd
 up 
1
 
Plus:
 
T
-Shirts,
 
Coffee
 
Mugs,
 
Greeting
 
Cards
 
Bike
 
Bags,
 
Charms,
 
Gift
 
Wrap...and...
 
MUCH
 
MUCH
 
MORE!!
 
 
